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Gravity is a pervasive environmental stimulus, and accurate graviception is required for optimal spatial orientation and postural sta-
bility. The primary graviceptors are the vestibular organs, which include angular velocity (semicircular canals) and linear acceleration
(otolith organs) sensors. Graviception is degraded in patients with vestibular damage, resulting in spatial misperception and imbal-
ance. Since minimal therapy is available for these patients, substantial effort has focused on developing a vestibular prosthesis or ves-
tibular implant (VI) that reproduces information normally provided by the canals (since reproducing otolith function is very
challenging technically). Prior studies demonstrated that angular eye velocity responses could be driven by canal VI-mediated angular
head velocity information, but it remains unknown whether a canal VI could improve spatial perception and posture since these
behaviors require accurate estimates of angular head position in space relative to gravity. Here, we tested the hypothesis that a canal
VI that transduces angular head velocity and provides this information to the brain via motion-modulated electrical stimulation of
canal afferent nerves could improve the perception of angular head position relative to gravity in monkeys with severe vestibular dam-
age. Using a subjective visual vertical task, we found that normal female monkeys accurately sensed the orientation of the head rela-
tive to gravity during dynamic tilts, that this ability was degraded following bilateral vestibular damage, and improved when the canal
VI was used. These results demonstrate that a canal VI can improve graviception in vestibulopathic animals, suggesting that it could
reduce the disabling perceptual and postural deficits experienced by patients with severe vestibular damage.
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Significance Statement

Patients with vestibular damage experience impaired vision, spatial perception, and balance, symptoms that could potentially respond
to a vestibular implant (VI). Anatomic features facilitate semicircular canal (angular velocity) prosthetics but inhibit approaches with
the otolith (linear acceleration) organs, and canal VIs that sense angular head velocity can generate compensatory eye velocity
responses in vestibulopathic subjects. Can the brain use canal VI head velocity information to improve estimates of head orientation
(e.g., head position relative to gravity), which is a prerequisite for accurate spatial perception and posture? Here we show that a canal
VI can improve the perception of head orientation in vestibulopathic monkeys, results that are highly significant because they suggest
that VIs mimicking canal function can improve spatial orientation and balance in vestibulopathic patients.

Introduction
Organisms in a terrestrial environment are continuously exposed
to gravity and have developed mechanisms to sense and respond
to this pervasive stimulus (Lacquaniti et al., 2015; Su et al., 2017).
Accurate graviception is particularly crucial for humans, who
ambulate through complex environments while stabilizing their
body about a small support base, because it contributes to spatial
orientation (e.g., the perception of head position relative to grav-
ity) and posture (Carriot et al., 2008; Dakin and Rosenberg,
2018). While immobile sea creatures have primitive graviceptive
systems (Mayorova et al., 2018), the mammalian vestibular sys-
tem evolved to sense head motion as well as gravity—the
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vestibules consist of mechanoreceptors (hair cells) embedded in
the neuroepithelium of the semicircular canals (which sense
angular velocity; Goldberg and Fernández, 1975) and the otolith
organs (which sense gravity and linear acceleration; Grant and
Best, 1987). In addition to perception and posture, vestibular in-
formation generates eye movements that stabilize images on the
retina during head motion [the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR);
Fetter, 2007].

Peripheral vestibular damage degrades gravitational and
motion sensation resulting in impaired spatial orientation, pos-
ture, and vision (Strupp et al., 2016; Kattah, 2018). Because dam-
age is typically permanent (Morrill and He, 2017), disabling, and
untreatable (beyond physical therapy; Maslovara et al., 2019),
considerable research has focused on replacing the damaged ves-
tibule with a vestibular implant (VI; Gong and Merfeld, 2000,
2002; Phillips et al., 2013; Boutros et al., 2019; Guyot and Perez
Fornos, 2019). VIs target patients with hair cell disorders (e.g.,
aminoglycoside toxicity; Guthrie, 2008) because the afferent
nerves remain largely intact and electrically excitable (Hirvonen
et al., 2005) and have focused on reproducing semicircular canal
function. Like several recent VOR studies (Nie et al., 2013;
Nguyen et al., 2016; Boutros et al., 2019), our VI senses angular
head velocity in three dimensions and provides motion-modu-
lated information to the brain using simultaneous electrical
stimulation of the three canal ampullary nerves (Phillips et al.,
2020). Canal VI development takes advantage of cristae anat-
omy—since all hair cells in a given crista are aligned, head rota-
tion similarly affects all afferents innervating that canal (Lim
and Brichta, 2016), which can be mimicked by modulating the
strength of the electrical stimulation. Conversely, gravitoinertial
information provided by the otolith organs has not been effec-
tively simulated to date (see Discussion) because hair cells in the
maculae are arranged in an elaborate pattern (Jaeger et al., 2008),
so tilt or translation generate complex afferent modulation that
cannot be mimicked by electrically stimulating otolith afferent
nerves (Suzuki et al., 1969; Fernández and Goldberg, 1976).

The angular VOR is based on canal-mediated angular head
velocity information driving a proportional angular eye velocity,
so, unsurprisingly, a canal VI can generate qualitatively normal
VOR responses in animals and humans with vestibular damage
(Nie et al., 2013; Guinand et al., 2017; Boutros et al., 2019). It not
known, however, whether a canal VI can improve the spatial dis-
orientation and imbalance experienced by vestibular patients
since these behaviors depend on accurate estimates of head ori-
entation (head position relative to the gravitational reference
frame of the earth). Estimates of head orientation can be modu-
lated with surface galvanic stimulation (Niehof et al., 2019), how-
ever, and more specifically by canal-mediated velocity signals
(Merfeld et al., 1999; Angelaki et al., 2004), and we previously
demonstrated that tilt illusions were inducible with vertical canal
electrical stimulation (Lewis et al., 2013). The Journal Club arti-
cle in the Journal of Neuroscience discussing our study (Dakin et
al., 2013) suggested that the next logical step was to determine
whether a canal VI could improve percepts of head orientation
after the vestibular system was damaged, and here we examined
that specific question. We found that the accurate gravicep-
tion demonstrated by normal monkeys during dynamic tilts
(Lewis et al., 2008) was degraded after severe vestibular
damage and improved with chronic canal VI stimulation,
indicating that the canal VI improves central estimates of
head orientation and therefore could mitigate the spatial
disorientation and postural instability experienced by
patients with severe vestibular dysfunction.

Materials and Methods
This study was approved by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
Animal Care and Use Committee and was performed under their over-
sight at Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.

Experimental design. Two female rhesus monkeys (M1 and M2)
were trained to perform a psychophysical task that assayed their percep-
tion of head orientation relative to gravity, using a testing paradigm
(Lewis et al., 2008, 2013) derived from the subjective visual vertical
(SVV) task commonly used in human subjects (Dieterich and Brandt,
2019; Cho et al., 2020). Each monkey was trained to rotate a light bar
about the roll (naso-occipital) axis using a small steering wheel with the
goal of aligning the light bar parallel to gravity. Once learned, each mon-
key performed this task in the dark without any visual orientation cues
while being dynamically tilted (sinusoidal or pseudorandom trajectories)
about an earth-horizontal roll axis centered between the ears with the
head immobilized related to the motion platform. Eye movements gen-
erated by angular and linear motion trajectories were also measured (in
complete darkness) to quantify the efficacy of the peripheral canal, VI,
and otolith inputs.

SVV testing and eye movement recordings were performed in both
monkeys in four vestibular states. First, the normal monkeys were tested,
then bilateral vestibular hypofunction (BVH) was induced by destroying
one ear with a labyrinthectomy and exposing the ear implanted with the
three VI ampullary electrodes to aminoglycosides; and then the animals
were tested in this BVH state. The VI was then activated and provided
both a tonic (resting) rate of electrical stimulation to the three ampullary
nerves of the instrumented ear and motion-modulated stimulation that
was based on the angular velocity of the head in the plane of each of the
three canals (chronic VI stimulation). During the months of VI stimula-
tion, the monkeys habitually experienced motion-modulated stimulation
while moving freely in their housing and were intermittently tested on
the SVV task with the modulation-OFF (tonic stimulation only) and
modulation-ON (tonic and motion-modulated stimulation), using the
transfer function relating angular head velocity to electrical stimulation
that was habitually experienced. M2 was also tested with a modulation-
ON�2 state, which used a transfer function with twice the sensitivity of
the chronically experienced stimulation.

SVV training and testing. To quantify perceived head orientation rel-
ative to gravity, we used an SVV task similar to the version we previously
used (Lewis et al., 2008, 2013). Briefly, the monkey sat in a primate chair
with the head immobilized and rotated a circular steering wheel
mounted inside the chair. An encoder measured the wheel position and
rotated the roll orientation of a light bar (0.20 m long), with 1° of wheel
rotation causing 1° of bar rotation. The light bar was displayed on a
monitor 0.55 m in front of the animal and was viewed through a circular
aperture. The room and monitor were otherwise black, and the center of
the monitor, aperture, and light bar were aligned with the center of the
head of the animal. During training, the monkeys learned to align the
light bar parallel to a reference line, which was aligned with gravity.
After this was mastered, the reference line was removed, and the mon-
keys learned to align the light bar parallel to gravity without visual cues.
During training they were tilted in roll and accurate responses were
required to receive a reward. Adequate training required ;6months,
and a brief training session with the reference bar on preceded each test-
ing session to reinforce the learned behavior.

The testing paradigm appeared identical to the training task to the
animal but did not require accurate responses to receive a reward and
provided no feedback about response accuracy. Using this test, we previ-
ously recapitulated in rhesus monkeys many SVV features observed in
humans, such as A and E effects and tilt illusions during centrifugation
(Merfeld et al., 2001; Lewis et al., 2008; Fraser et al., 2015). While the
task used in our prior studies was intermittent (the light bar was extin-
guished after each trial and reappeared at a random orientation), the current
study used a continuous SVV task (the light bar remained visible through-
out the trial) to allow recordings that were uninterrupted. This task was
challenging for the animals because the bar position was continuously per-
turbed, which required the animal to continuously rotate the wheel to can-
cel these perturbations. The perturbations had two components: colored
noise, which was Gaussian noise with an SD of 3.0° that was filtered using a
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first-order, low-pass filter with a cutoff of 0.03Hz; and an instability that
caused the bar to have an angular acceleration proportional to its current
velocity. Update and sampling rates were 60Hz.

Motion protocols and data analysis for SVV and VOR testing. For
SVV testing, the primate chair was mounted on a platform rotated by a
computer-controlled servomotor. The platform tilted in roll about an
earth-horizontal roll (naso-occipital) axis passing through the center of
the head between the ears, motion that modulates activity in the four
vertical canals and the four otolith organs (primarily, the two utricles for
the relatively small tilt angles we used). Sinusoidal trajectories had a fixed
amplitude of 620° and were performed at frequencies of 0.005, 0.01,
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4Hz. The order of testing was randomized with
regard to frequency. The pseudorandom trajectory was a sum of sines
profile that included three sinusoids at different frequencies (0.051, 0.13,
and 0.2Hz). Chair position was measured by an encoder, sampled by
LabVIEW, and stored by the computer controlling the visual display.
For each SVV trial, a trained operator reviewed the light bar and chair
tilt angle data to identify segments in which the monkeys were not
attending to the task—based on extensive observation during the train-
ing and testing trials, these periods of inattention were defined as data
segments during which the animal did not turn the wheel for.10 s and/
or data segments where the light bar deviated.45° from upright, and
these data were excluded from further analysis. The “perceived roll tilt
angle” was calculated as the difference of the head/chair tilt angle and
the SVV error (angular distance of the light bar from upright; Lewis et
al., 2008). The tilt gain was determined for each frequency and vestibular
state and was defined as the ratio of the [amplitude of the perceptual roll
tilt report]/[amplitude of the actual tilt].

In the normal animal, roll tilt modulates activity in the four vertical
canals and the four otolith organs (primarily the two utricles for the
small tilt angles we used, which are orientated close to the earth-horizon-
tal plane with the head upright). We therefore measured VOR responses
during roll tilt and during interaural (IA) linear translation (to measure
utricular function) in each vestibular state. Specifically, we measured the
angular VOR during roll tilt about an earth-horizontal axis using sinu-
soidal rotations (0.5Hz, 20°/s peak velocity), and the IA linear VOR
along an earth-horizontal axis during sinusoidal translations (0.7Hz,
44 cm/s peak velocity). Three-dimensional eye movements were
recorded in one eye using standard search coil methods and were cali-
brated with a gimbal, with 5 V equaling 20° for horizontal and vertical
eye movements and 15° for torsional eye movements. Eye movement
traces were desaccaded using standard methods (Lewis et al., 2010), and
each trace was manually reviewed by an experienced user.

Instrumentation. The following four surgical procedures were per-
formed under general anesthesia. (1) A head bolt was attached to the skull
using inverted screws set in dental cement. Relative to the stereotactic zero,
it was pitched forward;18° so the lateral and vertical canals were close to
alignment with earth horizontal and vertical, respectively, when the head
was immobilized (Blanks et al., 1985). A headcap affixed to the bolt
housed the sensors of the VI and stimulation electronics and connectors
for the ear electrodes and eye coils. (2) Frontal and sagittal eye coils (Judge
et al., 1980) were implanted in one eye under the conjunctiva. (3) Three
multisite, platinum stimulation electrodes (MED-EL) were inserted into
the three canals of one ear. After drilling openings into the lateral, poste-
rior, and superior semicircular canals near the ampullae, the electrodes
were inserted and their position was adjusted using a micromanipulator
to maximize eye movements (generated by short pulse trains) in the direc-
tion corresponding to the plane of the stimulated canal while simultane-
ously minimizing eye movements corresponding to other canals or facial
movements (for surgical details, see Merfeld et al., 2007; Lewis et al.,
2013). After optimally positioning each electrode, the leads were sutured
to the skull and then tunneled subcutaneously to the headcap. (4) After
confirming postoperatively that the electrodes functioned adequately, a
labyrinthectomy of the contralateral ear was performed.

Vestibular ablation. We intended to use aminoglycosides to ablate
vestibular function and began with intratympanic (IT) injections into
each ear using gentamicin (26.7mg/ml; Syed et al., 2015), evaluating the
effect of ablation by measuring angular and linear VOR responses.
Rhesus monkeys appeared to be fairly resistant to this mode of ablation,

however, as 10 bilateral IT injections in M1 only modestly reduced the
VOR. We next moved to systemic aminoglycosides using intramuscular
streptomycin at doses described to be ototoxic in monkeys (Igarashi et
al., 1966). After two courses of streptomycin administered intramuscu-
larly in M1, substantial VOR responses remained, although they were
diminished by;40% compared with normal. To finish the ablation pro-
cess in M1 (and the complete ablation process in M2, where courses of
IT and intramuscular aminoglycosides were omitted), we used direct
irrigation of the endolymph in the implanted canal with gentamicin so-
lution during electrode surgery. After verifying adequate function in the
implanted electrodes postoperatively, in a separate surgery the contralat-
eral ear was destroyed with a labyrinthectomy. The outcome of this pro-
cess was a complete loss of vestibular function on the nonimplanted side
and severe damage in the implanted ear, which resulted in the angular
and linear VOR becoming undetectable. While the damage incurred in
the implanted ear was severe enough to eliminate measurable VOR
responses, the persistence of minimal residual function in the implanted
ear could not be excluded, but this possibility would not affect the results
of the study.

Tuning of the canal electrodes. Electrode tuning was performed as
previously described (Merfeld et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2010). Briefly, eye
movements were recorded while pulse trains were applied using one of
the three canal electrodes. Like the implant (below), pulses used in tun-
ing experiments were biphasic and charge balanced, with each pulse
200 ms in duration and the cathodic and anodic pulses separated by
25 ms without current. During electrode tuning, all of the different cur-
rent and return sites for each electrode (30 potential combinations) were
tested, using different current amplitudes for the pulses. The goal was to
optimize the size of the eye movements in the plane of the canal while
concurrently minimizing orthogonal eye movement responses and facial
nerve activation. The electrodes were also tested simultaneously with
phase-locked pulses to confirm that eye movements were a linear super-
position of those produced by stimulating each canal. After electrode
tuning, we found that phase-locked activation of the anterior and poste-
rior canal electrodes (simulating the VI stimulation produced by roll tilt
of the head) produced substantial in-plane torsional eye movements but
very small out-of-plane vertical and horizontal eye movements (each of
which was,10% the size of the in-plane torsional eye movement
response). The current pulses for each canal electrode were thereby set at
240 mA (anterior), 140 mA (posterior), and 300 mA (lateral) for M1; and
120mA (anterior), 180mA (posterior), and 100mA (lateral) for M2.

Implant stimulation. Angular head velocity was transduced by a three-
dimensional piezoelectric angular rate sensor fixed in the head cap and posi-
tioned so that the three sensor axes aligned with the sensitive axes of the
three canals, and was filtered with a first-order high-pass filter with a time
constant of 10 s (Lewis et al., 2010). Like our earlier VI experiments study-
ing the VOR, the transfer function relating filtered angular velocity to pulse-
rate modulation was a hyperbolic tangent that was nearly linear over most
of the physiologic range of head velocities but was saturated at high and low
velocities. The linear component of the transfer function for both monkeys
had a slope of 3 pulses/s (pps)/(°/s). The motion-modulated component of
the VI stimulation was superimposed on a tonic stimulation rate of 200 pps,
which was well above the normal baseline firing rate of vestibular afferents
(;100 spikes/s; Goldberg and Fernández, 1975) so it could be modulated
upward or downward for ipsilateral or contralateral head rotations (Merfeld
et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2010). Once the VI was activated, this chronic
motion-modulated stimulation occurred continuously (e.g., while housed)
except during experiments. During experimental sessions, the VI was set to
modulation-OFF and modulation-ON, and for M2, modulation-ON, with
the sensitivity doubled to 6 pps/(°/s) (modulation-ON �2), with the order
of testing randomized.

Characterizing stimulation of the vestibular end-organs. As described
above (concerning electrode tuning), it is likely that some current spread
beyond the targeted canal ampullary nerves to affect other canal or oto-
lith afferents. Of particular interest in this regard is the potential effect
that utricular nerve stimulation could have on tilt percepts, since the
utricles respond directly to gravitational (and linear acceleration) stimuli.
Current spread to utricular afferents cannot be excluded in our study—
single-unit recordings would be required to positively identify VI effects
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on utricular nerve activity, and even if they were not identified in the
recorded units, modulation of a subset of utricular afferents still could
not be completely excluded. For these reasons, the potential behavioral
effects of utricular stimulation deserve consideration with regard to our
experimental design. We summarize these behavioral effects here and
explain why any potential utricular nerve stimulation should not have a
substantial effect on our experimental results. (1) Unlike our prior VI per-
ceptual study (Lewis et al., 2013), which involved tonic electrical stimula-
tion of a vertical canal with the animal stationary, the present study
examines motion-modulated stimulation during roll tilt. The important
issue introduced when stimulation is time variant is the temporal relation-
ship between actual head tilt and the perception of head tilt. Specifically,
the VI sensors (like the canals over the physiologic range of head rota-
tions) transduce angular head velocity, and the VI stimulation targets the
ampullary nerve, whose afferents normally encode head velocity. If tilt
percepts were because of canal stimulation, as we propose, they would be
appropriately in phase with head motion during sinusoidal motion (e.g.,
tilt percepts would be maximum when head tilt is maximum, although
head velocity is transiently zero). In contrast, the utricles sense head posi-
tion relative to gravity, and their afferent firing therefore encodes angular
head position, not head velocity. If tilt percepts during VI stimulation
were substantially because of utricular nerve stimulation; therefore, tilt
percepts would be proportional to head angular velocity. During sinusoi-
dal motion, tilt percepts would peak when head angular velocity peaks,
which is 90° out of phase with the veridical response (e.g., tilt percepts
would be absent when head tilt is maximum because angular velocity is
zero). Our results (see below) show that tilt percepts were approximately
in phase with head tilt position (not head velocity), which is inconsistent
with a substantial perceptual contribution derived from utricular nerve
stimulation. (2) There are no experiments that have examined tilt percep-
tion during isolated electrical stimulation or ablation of the utricular nerve
—as described below, eye movements produced by utricular nerve stimu-
lation have been recorded (Suzuki et al., 1969), but not tilt percepts.
Furthermore, SVV deviations toward the damaged labyrinth or vestibular
nerve have been widely described in human patients (Min et al., 2007),
but none of these reports identify the effects of isolated utricular damage
on tilt perception. The closest analogs in the literature are the tilt percepts
produced by surface galvanic electrical stimulation in human subjects, and
as discussed in detail in the study by Fitzpatrick and Day (2004) and in
our prior study (Lewis et al., 2013), depolarization or hyperpolarization of
the entire utricular macula or afferent nerve should not induce substantial
tilt percepts, based on the anatomy of hair cell orientation in the macula.
(3) Prior work using binocular eye movement recordings (Suzuki et al.,
1969) showed that electrical stimulation targeting the utricular nerve pro-
duced a static torsional and vertical offset between the two eyes. We spe-
cifically examined this issue in our 2013 study (Fig. 1 in Lewis et al., 2013)
using binocular eye coils and found no evidence that such a torsional or
vertical offset occurred during tonic vertical canal stimulation. While we
cannot recapitulate these findings in our current study since eye record-
ings were monocular, the data presented in our 2013 study (Lewis et al.,
2013) provide strong evidence that stimulation targeting only the vertical
canals is capable of inducing tilt percepts. Together, these behavioral
observations provide considerable evidence that tilt percepts in our experi-
mental preparation were primarily because of canal activation, and that
while utricular afferents may have been stimulated, their contribution to
tilt perception was probably small.

Experimental protocol. In each vestibular state (normal, BVH, VI
stimulation), the animals were typically tested three times/week. Because
of delays associated with vestibular ablation and surgical recoveries, test-
ing in the different states was separated by substantial periods of time.
For M1, the experimental schedule was as follows: (1) 33 testing sessions
in the normal state over a period of 11weeks; (2) after a delay of
142weeks (because of repeated aminoglycoside administrations), the VI
was implanted and tuned; (3) 17weeks later, the contralateral ear was
ablated; (4) 18weeks later, testing in the BVH state began and included
28 testing sessions performed over 14weeks; and (5) 34weeks later, the
VI was activated, and 4 d after activation M1 was tested 11 times over
14weeks in the VI-stimulated state. For M2, the experimental schedule
was as follows: (1) 21 testing sessions in the normal state over a period of

8weeks; (2) after a delay of 23weeks, the VI was implanted and tuned;
(3) 5weeks later, the contralateral ear was ablated; (4) 13weeks later,
testing in the BVH state began and included 21 testing sessions per-
formed over 18weeks; and (5) 48weeks later, the VI was activated, and
4 d after activation M2 was tested 37 times over 23weeks in the VI-
stimulated state.

Statistical analysis. For single-frequency trials, a gain and a bias (i.e.,
a consistent offset) relating bar angle to chair angle were determined
using a least-squares linear regression for each subject and frequency.
Specifically, the following model:

û f ;s;m ¼ �Gf ;s;m � u f ;s;m 1Bf ;s;m; (1)

was solved to determine a gain parameter Gf ;s;m and a bias parameter
Bf ;s;m, where u f ;s;m is the chair tilt angle for frequency f, state s (normal,
ablated, modulation-OFF, modulation-ON), and monkey m, and û f ;s;m

is the corresponding perception of tilt angle. Each regression also yielded
an SE for each parameter, and these were adjusted to correct for autocor-
relation (hac function, Econometrics Toolbox, MATLAB 2017), since or-
dinary least-squares regression can underestimate SEs when data are
temporally correlated. This resulted in SEs eG;f ;s;m and eB;f ;s;m for Gf ;s;m

and Bf ;s;m, respectively, which were used to compute statistical signifi-
cances pG;f ;s;mand pB;f ;s;m. Sum of sines data were also analyzed using
regressions; three gain parameters and one bias parameter were deter-
mined, which related bar angle to three sinusoids at the stimulus fre-
quencies. Specifically, the following model:

û sos;s;m ¼ �ðGsos1;s;m � 6� � sinð2p � 0:051�tÞ1Gsos2;s;m � 5�

�sinð2p � 0:13�tÞ1Gsos3;s;m � 6� � sinð2p � 0:2�tÞÞ1Bsos;s;m; (2)

was solved to determine gains Gsos1;s;m, Gsos2;s;m and Gsos3;s;m, and bias
Bsos;s;m, where û sos;s;m is the perception of tilt angle during sum of sines
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motion for state s and monkey m and �t was the time vector corre-
sponding to û sos;s;m. As described above, SEs and p values were deter-
mined for each of the four parameters. Determining phase by adding
additional terms (i.e., chair position lagged by 90° for single sinusoids;
cosine terms for sum of sines) did not improve fits. This was expected
because the bar angle was generally in phase with chair tilt.

To compare gains for normal versus ablated, a linear regression was
performed on data pooled across both states, using the model:

û f ;s¼normal;m

û f ;s¼ablated;m

" #
¼ �Gf ;s¼normal;m � u f ;s¼normal;m 1Bf ;s¼normal;m

�Gf ;s¼ablated;m � u f ;s¼ablated;m 1Bf ;s¼ablated;m

" #

¼ �Gf ;s¼normal;m � u f ;s¼normal;m 1Bf ;s¼normal;m

� Gf ;s¼normal;m 1DGf ;s¼ablated;m

� � � u f ;s¼ablated;m 1Bf ;s¼normal;m 1DBf ;s¼ablated;m

" #

¼�Gf ;s¼normal;m � u f ;s¼normal;m

u f ;s¼ablated;m

" #
1DGf ;s¼ablated;m � 0kx1

u f ;s¼ablated;m

" #

1Bf ;s¼normal;m� 1kx1
1lx1

� �
1DBf ;s¼ablated;m� 0kx1

1lx1

� �
; (3)

which was solved to determine gain Gf ;s¼normal;m, DGf ;s¼ablated;m, the dif-
ference between gains for normal and ablated, and bias parameters
Bf ;s¼normal;m and DBf ;s¼ablated;m, where k is the length of vector
u f ;s¼normal;m and l is the length of vector u f ;s¼ablated;m. SEs eG;f ;s;m,
eDG;f ;s;m, eB;f ;s;m, and eDB;f ;s;m, and corresponding statistical significances
pG;f ;s;m, pDG;f ;s;m, pB;f ;s;m, and pDB;f ;s;m were determined for each of the
four parameters after performing the corrections described above. This
approach yielded the same gain values as above, but provided the SEs
and statistical significances for the differences in gains. The same
approach was used to compare modulation-OFF and modulation-ON,
as well as for sum of sines data. The 95% confidence intervals for these
analyses are seen in Figures 4 and 5. When comparing states across mul-
tiple frequencies, Fisher’s method (i.e., Fisher’s combined probability
test; Fisher, 1925; Mosteller and Fisher, 1948) was used to calculate a p
value that combined statistical significances for individual frequencies,
pDG;f ;s;m. Comparisons between animals and between single-sinusoid
and sum of sines results were made using the nonparametric Wilcoxon
signed-rank test.

Results
Eye movement responses
Roll tilt of the head about an earth-horizontal, naso-occipital axis
modulates activity in the two vertical canals and the two otolith
organs in each ear (primarily, the utricles for the small tilt angles
we used). To assay the efficacy of these relevant vertical canal
and otolith inputs in the different vestibular states, we therefore
measured the torsional angular VOR produced by roll tilt of the
head, and also measured the horizontal linear VOR produced by
IA translation (which modulates utricular but not canal activity).
Figure 1 shows the torsional roll VOR responses and demon-
strates that these eye movements were elicited in the normal state
(Fig. 1, top row) but were undetectable in the BVH state (Fig. 1,
second row). During VI stimulation, no torsional response was
evident when the modulation component of the stimulation was
OFF (Fig. 1, third row) but qualitatively normal, albeit smaller
responses were recorded when the animals were tested with
modulation-ON (Fig. 1, fourth row). Overall, the torsional VOR
eye velocity (in degrees per second) recorded with VI modula-
tion-ON was 65% and 15% of normal in M1 and M2, respec-
tively. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the torsional eye deviation
produced by roll tilt was 5.2° for M1 and 4.1° for M2 in the nor-
mal state, zero in the ablated and VI modulation-OFF states, and
3.4° for M1 and 1.5° for M2 in the VI modulation-ON state. Roll

tilt in the modulation-ON state also elicited very small vertical
and horizontal eye movement responses—the former from
imperfect cancellation of the vertical eye movements produced
by the anterior and posterior canal electrodes and the latter
because of current spread beyond the vertical canal ampullary
nerves (see Materials and Methods; electrode tuning). These very
small nontorsional eye movements (each of which was,10% the
magnitude of the torsional response) would not affect the roll tilt
percepts recorded with the SVV task in this study but rather
could potentially be associated with very small yaw or pitch per-
cepts, neither of which was measured.

Figure 2 shows the horizontal linear IA VOR responses and
demonstrates that the horizontal eye movements elicited in the
normal state (Fig. 2, top row) were undetectable after the abla-
tion procedure (indicating severe bilateral utricular damage) and
remained so during VI canal stimulation. Together, these eye
movement results indicate the following: (1) that function in the
vestibular organs that normally modulates during roll tilt (verti-
cal canals, otolith organs) was severely damaged by the ablative
procedures, as evidenced by the undetectable angular roll tilt
VOR and linear IA VOR responses in the BVH state; and (2)
that motion-modulated VI stimulation of the two vertical canals
of one ear provided the brain with adequate information about
roll rotation to generate a compensatory torsional VOR
response, albeit one that was smaller than normal and differed in
size between the two monkeys.

Perceptual responses
Overview
Figure 3 shows examples of SVV responses in each of the four
states, with the roll tilt angle of the head in gray and the per-
ceived tilt angle in black, as the animals were tilted en bloc about
the earth-horizontal roll axis with a sinusoidal (0.1Hz) motion
trajectory. In the normal state (Fig. 3, top row), both monkeys
perceived roll tilt with excellent accuracy (amplitude and phase
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of perceived tilt relative to the actual tilt); after ablation (Fig. 3, sec-
ond row), their percepts of tilt decreased substantially; during VI
stimulation with the modulation-OFF (Fig. 3, third row), perceived
tilt remained small; and with VI modulation-ON (Fig. 3, fourth
row) substantially larger perceived tilt amplitudes were recovered
that were approximately in phase with the actual head tilt angle.
Below we discuss the tilt values calculated in the different vestibular
states, but note here (and consider in detail in the Discussion) that
the specific SVV task andmotion protocols almost certainly affected
the amplitude of these responses. Similarly, the assumption that the
tilt gain can be approximated as the linear sum of the components
derived from separate graviceptive cues is implicit in the Results but
is considered in detail in the Discussion.

Tilt perception in normal monkeys
Figure 4 shows the tilt gains measured in the two normal monkeys
(Fig. 4A,B, dark gray icons) when they were tested with sinusoidal
motion trajectories. The amplitude of the rotation was constant
across frequencies (620°), so angular velocities and accelerations
were larger for the higher frequencies (as velocity scales linearly
with frequency and acceleration scales with frequency2). Both
monkeys were tested at two mid-frequencies, 0.1 and 0.2Hz (iden-
tified in bold on the x-axes), while testing in M1 extended to
higher frequencies (0.3–0.4Hz) and testing in M2 extended to
lower frequencies (0.005–0.05Hz). Together, perceptual testing in
both animals covered a nearly 2 decade frequency range.

Across all frequencies, tilt gains in the normal state ranged
from 0.65 to 1.0 with a mean normal tilt gain of 0.72 for M1 and

0.88 for M2. M1 gains had a flat distribution over the 0.1–0.4Hz
range; M2 gains trended higher at the lower frequencies (mean
gain, 0.97 for 0.005 and 0.01Hz) versus higher frequencies (mean
gain, 0.80 for 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2Hz). Tilt gains were similar in the
two monkeys at the common frequencies (0.1 and 0.2Hz; average
difference, 0.03; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p=1.0). Of note, ro-
bust tilt perception was observed at the two very low frequencies
(0.005 and 0.01Hz), which were below the cutoff frequency of the
rhesus canals (0.03Hz; Goldberg and Fernández, 1975). In sum,
roll tilt perception in normal rhesus monkeys measured during si-
nusoidal motion trajectories was approximately veridical over a
wide frequency range, including very low frequencies where canal
modulation was minimal, indicating that noncanal (e.g., otolith,
somatic, predictive) orientation cues must also contribute to tilt
perception measured with these protocols.

Effects of vestibular ablation on tilt perception
Vestibular ablation induced a state of severe BVH and substan-
tially reduced tilt gains (Fig. 4A,B, light gray icons, C,D). Tilt
gains after vestibular ablation were between 0.4 and 0.6 in M1
and between 0.2 and 0.7 in M2. The effect of vestibular ablation
was small, however, for the highest frequency tested in each
monkey (0.4Hz in M1; 0.2Hz in M2). Across all frequencies, the
vestibular contribution to tilt perception, estimated as the differ-
ence in tilt gain between the normal and BVH states, was 0.22 in
M1 (31% of the normal gain; Fisher’s method, p, 0.001) and
0.38 in M2 (45% of normal; Fisher’s method, p, 0.001).
Residual tilt percepts in the BVH state were not because of inad-
equate vestibular ablation since angular and linear VOR
responses were absent, and therefore they appear to be nonves-
tibular in origin. As noted in the Discussion, nonvestibular cues

Figure 4. A, B, Tilt gain for each monkey versus frequency for sinusoidal motion stimuli
with the animals tested in the normal state (dark gray icons) and in the BVH state (light
gray icons), with error bars representing 95% confidence intervals. C, D, The difference
between the normal and ablated states, which approximates the vestibular contribution to
tilt perception as a function of frequency. Common testing frequencies for the two monkeys
were 0.1 and 0.2 Hz (bold, x-axis).
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were probably greater at higher frequencies (rendering vestibular
cues less important), which may explain the larger effect of ves-
tibular ablation on tilt gain at lower frequencies. Together, these
results show that the vestibular organs make a substantial

contribution to roll tilt perception measured with
our protocols, as evidenced by the large reduction
in tilt gain after vestibular ablation.

Effects of prosthetic stimulation on tilt perception—
sinusoidal motion trajectories
Each monkey received chronic motion-modulated
stimulation; while moving freely in their housing, VI
stimulation was continuously provided to the three
implanted canals. Stimulation included both a tonic
stimulation rate and a superimposed motion-modu-
lated component based on high-pass-filtered angular
head velocity (cutoff frequency, 0.016Hz; corre-
sponding to a 10 s time constant) in the plane of
each canal. Figure 5 shows the modulation-OFF
(dark gray) and modulation-ON (light gray) gains
for each sinusoidal frequency (Fig. 5A,B) and the dif-
ference between these two values (change in tilt gain
because of VI modulation; Fig. 5D,E), with each
monkey tested using the same frequencies used in
the normal and BVH states. M1 showed small but
significant improvements in roll tilt gain with the
VI modulation ON (average increase in tilt gain,
0.06; Fisher’s method across all tested frequencies,
p= 0.0017; Fig. 5A,D). M2 showed changes in tilt
gain similar to those in M1 for the two frequencies
where they overlapped (0.1, 0.2Hz) and a larger VI
effect at 0.05Hz (average increase in tilt gain of
0.11; Fisher’s method across 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2Hz,
p= 0.011; Fig. 5B,E). As a control, we also tested
the effect of VI modulation in M2 at the two very
low-motion frequencies (0.005, 0.01Hz) used in the
normal and BVH states, where pulse rate modulation
was extremely small (1.9 and 3.8 pps maximum, since
it scales with frequency). As expected, VI modulation
did not improve tilt perception at these two very low
frequencies (Fisher’s method, p=0.98; Fig. 5E).

Together, these results demonstrate that VI motion-modulated
stimulation improved tilt perception in BVH animals and resulted
in recovery of a substantial portion of the normal vestibular contri-
bution to tilt perception identified with ablation—vestibular abla-
tion inactivated the four vertical canals and the four otolith organs,
and, replacing two vertical canals in one ear with VI stimulation,
recovered 27% of the vestibular contribution to tilt perception in
M1 and 32% of the vestibular contribution to tilt perception inM2.

Effects of prosthetic stimulation on tilt perception—pseudoran-
dom motion trajectories
One possible reason why VI effects on tilt gain were relatively
small is that tilt perception with VI modulation-OFF remained
substantial (Fig. 5A,B). This finding indicates that nonvestibular
cues provided considerable information about head orientation
after vestibular ablation, which could render vestibular/VI con-
tributions less essential. These nonvestibular cues are primarily
somatosensory and predictive, and the latter may have been aug-
mented by the stereotyped nature of the sinusoidal trajectories.
To evaluate the role of prediction, we used a pseudorandom sum
of sines trajectory in M2 that combined 0.051, 0.13, and 0.2Hz
frequencies (Fig. 6), which were very close to the three higher si-
nusoidal frequencies tested in isolation in this monkey (0.05, 0.1,
and 0.2Hz). The VI effect on gain was 0.16 (Fisher’s method,
p= 0.017) for pseudorandom tilts (Fig. 5C,F). This was 45% larger
than the VI effect for sinusoids at these frequencies (0.11), but this

Figure 5. A–C, Tilt gains in the BVH/VI state with the motion modulation-OFF (dark gray icons and modula-
tion-ON (light gray icons), with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals. D–F, The changes in tilt gain
produced by motion-modulated VI stimulation, calculated as the [VI modulation ON] – [VI modulation OFF]
gains for each motion trajectory. Open circles in C are the sum of sines tilt gains for M2 in the BVH state without
stimulation.
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difference was not statistically significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, p=0.10). For the two higher-frequency pairs (0.1/0.13 and 0.2/
0.2Hz; Fig. 5B,C), the modulation-OFF tilt gains during pseudoran-
dom motion were smaller than the gains during sinusoidal tilts,
and, in conjunction, the effects of VI motion modulation on the tilt
gain (Fig. 5E,F) increased at these two frequencies. Although these
results were not statistically significant, they are consistent with the
idea that larger VI effects on tilt perception in the BVH animals
could be demonstrated if nonvestibular orientation cues were
reduced (e.g., eliminating prediction with pseudorandom testing).

Evidence of adaptation during VI stimulation
The monkeys habitually experienced the VI modulation-ON
state in their housing with the transfer function providing a 3
pps/(°/s) motion modulation, but during testing M2 was studied
in this chronic “ON� 1” state and also with the modulation sen-
sitivity doubled (6 pps/(°/s), ON � 2). The rationale for testing
the ON � 2 state was to determine whether the VI effect on tilt
gain was solely dependent on the sensitivity of the motion modu-
lation, or whether brain required a period of VI exposure in con-
cert with the other sensorimotor cues that occur during
volitional movement. Focusing on the three sinusoidal stimuli
that generated significant VI motion modulation (0.05, 0.1, and
0.2Hz), we found that tilt gains were 12.2% smaller in the ON �
2 state compared with the ON � 1 state (Fisher’s method,
p=0.031), although motion-modulated sensitivity was doubled
in the ON � 2 state. These results suggest that the brain requires
exposure to VI stimulation coupled to other sensorimotor
motion cues during normal voluntary movements to use the
prosthetic vestibular information effectively.

Discussion
Our principal finding is that a unilateral canal VI improves the per-
ception of head orientation in rhesus monkeys with severe periph-
eral vestibular damage. Below, we discuss the significance of these
findings, considerations in interpretation and methodology, and an
approach to translate vestibular implants into the clinic.

VI Improves graviception
Translational implications
BVH affects;64,000 American adults (Ward et al., 2013), is per-
manent, and lacks any treatment other than physical therapy,
which offers modest benefits. Since BVH patients experience spa-
tial disorientation, imbalance, and visual blurring, it is unsurpris-
ing that their quality of life is severely diminished (Sun et al.,
2014). Two therapies could potentially restore function in BVH
patients when hair cell death underlies their deficit: regeneration
(Burns and Stone, 2017) and prosthetics. While hair cell regenera-
tion has not yet demonstrated meaningful behavioral effects
(Sayyid et al., 2019), the canal VI can simulate the angular velocity
input normally provided by the canals, as evidenced by its ability to
drive a compensatory VOR (Nie et al., 2013; Guinand et al., 2017;
Boutros et al., 2019). VOR recovery should improve vision in BVH
patients, but mechanistically is a relatively simple eye velocity
response driven by head velocity sensed by the canals/VI. Since spa-
tial perception and balance depend on accurate estimates of angular
head position relative to gravity, one major unresolved problem in
vestibular prosthetics is to determine whether the brain can use VI-
mediated angular velocity information to improve central estimates
of angular head position.

Our results indicate that a canal VI can improve the ability of
vestibulopathic animals to estimate angular head position, as

evidenced by improved percepts of spatial (head) orientation.
Moreover, the VI reproduced a substantial fraction of the normal
vestibular contribution to tilt perception, the perceptual effects
were similar in size to VI-mediated VOR effects (Lewis et al.,
2010; Nie et al., 2013), and they paralleled the amount of vestibu-
lar information supplied by the prosthesis relative to the normal
labyrinth. These salutary effects on graviception should translate
into improved spatial orientation and balance in vestibulopathic
patients (Peterka, 2002; Stapley et al., 2006).

Mechanistic implications
As linear accelerometers, the otolith organs cannot segregate
gravity from linear acceleration, and prior work strongly implies
that temporal integration of canal-mediated angular velocity in-
formation can be used to help identify gravity (Merfeld et al.,
2001, 2005; Park et al., 2006). This canal integration mechanism
is also supported by our prior observation that electrically acti-
vating a vertical canal alters percepts of head orientation (Lewis
et al., 2013). The current study confirms that head orientation
can be estimated, at least in part, by temporally integrating the
off-vertical component of the angular velocity signal provided by
canal afferents. While the activation of otolith afferents by cur-
rent spread from intracanalicular electrodes cannot be excluded,
as discussed at length in our prior study (Lewis et al., 2013) and
above in the Materials and Methods, electrical stimulation of
utricular afferents is not predicted to elicit substantial veridical
tilt percepts. This conclusion is supported by the anatomy of the
utricular macula, the oculomotor data in our 2013 study (Lewis
et al., 2013), and the temporal alignment of tilt perception with
the head tilt angle rather than head angular velocity.

Synthesis of VI and other sensorimotor cues
Central processing of VI information
The reduction in VI-modulated tilt gain when implant sensitivity
was doubled from its habitual state supports the contention that
VI-mediated perceptual responses require central adaptation,
presumably driven by habitual exposure to VI stimulation in
concert with the other sensorimotor orientation cues associated
with volitional movement. This conclusion is not dependent on
a linear relationship between VI stimulation rate and tilt percep-
tion amplitude but does assume a monotonic relationship, which
we demonstrated in our prior study (Lewis et al., 2013) over a
60–200 pps range of stimulation rates. In addition, the discord-
ance between VI-mediated VOR and perceptual responses sup-
ports a nonreflexive mechanism for the influence of the implant
on perception, as the torsional VOR gain was much larger for
M1 but VI effects on tilt gain were equivalent in both monkeys.

A sensory conflict could occur in BVH/VI patients during
head tilts since the implant generates angular velocity signals
that identify a change in head orientation, but that damaged oto-
lith function would not modulate appropriately. This mismatch
could generate aberrant estimates of linear acceleration, as evi-
denced by linear VOR responses (Merfeld et al., 1999). In acute
experiments, vertical canal stimulation did elicit these eye move-
ments (Lewis et al., 2005), but we did not identify similar
responses in ablated monkeys receiving VI stimulation. If linear
VOR responses were induced by head tilts after VI activation,
they presumably were suppressed by adaptation before our first
experimental session.

Chronic effects of vestibular ablation and VI stimulation
Since the time frame of the study was prolonged, slow sensori-
motor changes may have affected graviception as the monkeys
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progressed from normal ! BVH to ! BVH/VI states. The ves-
tibular contribution to tilt perception was estimated as the (nor-
mal – BVH) tilt gain difference, but BVH data were acquired
months after normal data. Since the brain weighs sensory cues
based on their reliability (Lim et al., 2017), degrading vestibular
information should increase reliance on nonvestibular gravicep-
tive cues, which would reduce the (normal – BVH) difference
and possibly result in us underestimating the vestibular contribu-
tion to tilt perception. Roll tilt perception and angular VOR
responses measured during the chronic VI stimulation period
with modulation-OFF did not differ statistically from those in
the earlier BVH state. There was no evidence, therefore, that
chronic VI stimulation sensitized peripheral or central vestibular
pathways in a manner that affected behavioral responses.

Methodological issues and potential limitations
As summarized above, measuring tilt perception during motion
introduces several methodological factors that could affect the
results. Our overall conclusion, however, is that our approach
provided meaningful estimates of the vestibular, prosthetic, and
nonvestibular contributions to tilt perception, and that other ex-
perimental approaches would likely produce quantitatively dif-
ferent but qualitatively similar results.

Using the SVV to quantify graviception
Potential visual effects on the SVV were considered in our prior
VI study (Lewis et al., 2013), but, briefly, there is no definitive
method quantify graviception (but see Dockheer et al., 2018) and
the influence of torsional eye position on SVV responses remains
unresolved. Like our prior study (Lewis et al., 2013), however, we
found that SVV shifts exceeded the magnitude of torsional eye
position changes and therefore cannot be purely ocular in origin.

Motion paradigms—frequency and prediction
Sinusoidal tilts had fixed amplitudes, so angular head velocity,
and hence the VI modulation, scaled linearly with frequency.
Nonvestibular orientation cues included trunk somatosensory
inputs, generated by gravity and by inertial forces (which scaled
with frequency2), and prediction during the sinusoidal trajecto-
ries. Canal/VI and nonvestibular tilt cues therefore increased
with frequency, and one explanation for the observed VI fre-
quency dependence is that larger nonvestibular cues reduced the
need for the contributions of the implant—higher tilt frequencies
increased VI-mediated tilt gains because of higher angular veloc-
ities but also appeared to suppress them because of larger non-
vestibular tilt cues. These mechanisms are consistent with our
results, since VI contributions were small at low frequencies
(0.005 and 0.01Hz) and increased with frequency until nonves-
tibular tilt cues began to dominate, resulting in peak VI effect at
0.05Hz and smaller VI effects at the higher frequencies. Since
the VI tilt gain increased at 0.13 and 0.2Hz with pseudorandom
trajectories, prediction may have been an important tilt cue that
lowered VI contributions to tilt perception at higher frequencies.

Vestibular implant characteristics
Our VI was a three-dimensional expansion of the device used in
prior VOR experiments (Lewis et al., 2010) but used newly
designed multisite electrodes to better control current pathways.
While our focus was to extend this device to the perceptual
realm, it is probable that VI-mediated perceptual effects could be
enhanced by refining the technical characteristics of the implant
and by expanding from unilateral to bilateral stimulation (Gong
et al., 2008).

Conclusions—translating the VI to the clinic
Considerable work remains before the VI can be optimized as a
clinical therapy. Animal studies are appropriate to investigate
many questions, including characterizing the electrical stimula-
tion parameters that transfer motion information most effec-
tively (Davidovics et al., 2012), understanding how canal VI
inputs are synthesized with other sensorimotor cues (Lewis,
2015, 2016), and defining pathologic changes induced by chronic
implantation (Sun et al., 2015). The initial steps toward develop-
ing an otolith VI, while technically challenging, have also
recently begun in animal studies (Hageman et al., 2020a,b).
Human implantation has been initiated by three groups, and
results to date indicate that acute and chronic VOR responses
are elicitable in BVH patients (Guinand et al., 2017; Boutros et
al., 2019; Phillips et al., 2020), that functional hearing is pre-
served after implantation (Boutros et al., 2019), and that vestibu-
lospinal mechanisms are engaged by acute VI stimulation
(Phillips et al., 2013; Perez Fornos et al., 2019). Future animal
and human work should be performed in parallel to expedite the
development of the VI, since these approaches will provide com-
plementary information about the behavioral effects, efficacy,
and safety of the VI.
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